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This exhibition of original Second World War posters from the collection of AntikBar focuses on the role of
women during the war. The display features posters issued by both Allied and Axis powers, in particular the
UK, USA, USSR and some Nazi-occupied countries. 

Labour shortages on the home front during WWII led to dramatic changes to the role of women in society. Jobs
in factories, agriculture, nursing and other vital military and civilian industries that were previously seen as
occupations mainly for men were now opened up to women. Posters played a big part in the publicity
campaigns, using patriotic appeal to encourage women to help win the war and secure victory by joining the
workforce.  

This exhibition shows how poster design and visual messaging varied in the different countries depending on
the impact of war on the population and the roles of women in the conflict. Although they replaced men in the
war production in all countries, women’s day-to-day realities were very different. 

One of the first countries to declare war on Nazi Germany, Britain suffered extensive bombing during the Blitz,
as well as food shortages and rationing. The duties of women concentrated on providing support to the troops,
handling war logistics and health and safety measures. The imagery of British posters emphasises practical
efforts rather than damage and destruction; the presence of the enemy is felt but not witnessed. 

In contrast, the Soviet Union was partially occupied by Nazi troops and its population experienced war and
violence first-hand. Women were engaged in battle, abused by the occupants, and subjected to bombing and
severe food shortages. Reflecting this reality, the poster messaging is explicit, often violent and brutal, and
women are depicted directly fighting the enemy. 

In America daily life during the war was mostly affected by the rationing of food, gasoline, tyre and nylon
stockings. The poster designs are often stylish and glamorous, elevating participation in the war effort. 
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Fighting on All Fronts: Women at War

The history of war is not just men’s history; it is the history of every demographic within a society. With a
particular focus on Russian, American, and British posters, this exhibition illustrates just how wide-
reaching the Second World War was, with a key focus on the roles that women played, predominantly
on the home front. 

Women have, since the earliest recorded accounts, always been involved in wars: either as relatives of
those that have fought, as caregivers to the wounded or, as some four hundred women did in the
American Civil War (1861-1865), disguised themselves as men to fight alongside their male
counterparts. The Second World War, however, was unlike any previous war in terms of its reliance
upon women. Owing to a multitude of factors, the Second World War would see women taking up roles
traditionally held by men and increasingly forcing men to recognise women as equals. Coming out of the
suffragette movements, and equality movements evolving from the First World War, the Second World
War would sow the seeds for the women’s liberation movements that would gain traction some three
decades later. No longer could women be accurately told that they could not perform to the same level
as men. 

This exhibition displays the broad variety of roles that women played in the Second World War, ranging
from an American fund to aid Greece, to enforcing rationing, and even directly engaging the enemy in
battle. Across the collection, no fewer than eleven services are represented, from the Auxiliary Territorial
Service (ATS) to the Nederlandsche Arbeidsfront (Dutch Labour Front), including some that may
surprise visitors such as the United States Marine Corps, and the Royal Canadian Air Force. These
posters, however, do not represent the full extent of the roles played by women during the war: they flew
Spitfires; they spied deep into enemy territories; and even played significant roles in cracking enemy
codes. 

Above all, this exhibition illustrates not just that women played an important role in the war, it shows that
every woman in society played a role. Women did not have to be directly working on the war effort to
play their role: they were mothers, they were daughters, they were sisters, they were wives, or simply
conscientious citizens. These posters show not only a great sense of equality and hope, but also the
great variety of experiences throughout every aspect of the war and from many fronts.

Women in Society Before the Second World War

In the second half of the 19th century gender roles were changing in what has been later dubbed ‘First
Wave Feminism’. Universities across Europe from Moscow to Paris were beginning to admit women,
and women were gaining increasing independence and standing up against the traditional patriarchal
attitudes that had persisted from time immemorial. 

Among other factors, with greater access to higher education came increasing access to influential
intellectual circles in professions traditionally guarded by the male elite. 

The early 20th century saw a great watershed moment for women’s rights. Suffragette movements
began to gain attention across the world and increasingly women began to attain more, albeit still
severely limited, rights.

The First World War fundamentally changed societal attitudes towards women. As millions of men left
their homes to fight on foreign soils, and those not of fighting age were reassigned to other war-related
industries, a great void was left – one that could only be filled by those who remained on the home front:
women. It was in this capacity that women began to take up an increasing number of roles traditionally
reserved for men. 
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Not only did most take this on as a great adventure with a great sense of patriotism, in many cases their
skills and productive output exceeded their male counterparts’ pre-war efforts. 

In the case of many nations, the effort of women in the war would mean one great change: suffrage.
Between 1917 and 1920, Russia, America, and the United Kingdom each gave women the right to vote.
It was also during this period that both the United States and United Kingdom welcomed their first female
Members of Parliament. Despite this progress, with the mass return of men to the work force and the
reassumption of ‘traditional’ gender roles, many women were either forced to resign their wartime
careers, they were fired or, in the case of munitions production, their work was simply no longer required.  

During the interbellum period, the greatest changes in the role of women in society came in the
relaxation of rules surrounding divorce, as well as access to education. 

This period saw a huge rise in women entering higher education and, with the Great Depression hitting in
1929, many households (particularly in the United States) could not survive on just one income. Despite
this changing role in access to independence of income, marriage, and employment, many gender roles
still remained in place: in most cases, women were still expected to undertake domestic duties and
remuneration was far from equal. 

Second World War Mobilisation and Women in the Workforce

When the Second World War was declared, the experiences of women in the different countries
represented in this exhibition varied greatly: Britain declared war in 1939; the United States in December
1941 with the invasion of Pearl Harbor; and the USSR in June 1941 with Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet
Union following his breach of the 1939 Nazi-Soviet Pact. With many of their mothers having served in the
First World War, at the outbreak of the Second World War many young women eagerly took up jobs to
help the war effort. In an article dated 2 May 1941 from the British Western Morning News it was
reported that “the great majority of women will be only too pleased to actively assist in the war effort” – a
sentiment that was shared among almost every nation that fought in the war. 

In many ways women’s roles in their respective countries differed greatly, but in others they were
incredibly similar. In Britain and the United States, the posters generally present women undertaking jobs
that they would not normally have been expected to undertake, emphasising the importance of joining
women’s branches of the traditional services or, in the case of Britain, organising civil defences and
protections. The USSR, however, is far more agrarian and, having had a greater degree of occupation
than most other nations, on occasion depicts women directly engaging with Axis powers. Other countries
represented in this show, such as Vichy France and the Netherlands, also feature the theme of
protecting themselves – akin to several British posters – however depict women and children in a state of
fear at the hands of the Allied assault. 

Women’s Services

One of the most popular and most exciting schemes put forward to include women into war-related
employment was the introduction of women’s branches of the services. In Britain there was the Women’s
Land Army (WLA), attached to the British Army; the Women’s Auxiliary Air Force (WAAF), attached to
the Royal Air Force; and the Women’s Royal Naval Service (Wrens), attached to the Royal Navy.
Similarly in the United States there was the Women’s Army Corps; and the United States Coast Guard
Women’s Reserve (SPARS), attached to the United States Coast Guard. In the Soviet Union there were
fewer organisations set up specially for women and instead they were often brought into pre-existing
services but within their own special units: an estimated five percent of the Russian service members
during the war were women, with eighty-nine receiving the honour of ‘Hero of the Soviet Union’.
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The posters in this exhibition represent no less than eleven of these different services. Of these, the
Auxiliary Territorial Service (ATS) – a branch of the British Army – makes up a significant portion. With the
anticipation of war, the ATS was established in 1938 and is best known for being the unit that Queen
Elizabeth II served with throughout the war. During its ten-year lifetime some 190,000 British women would
serve with the ATS. 

Other services included in this show include: the Army Nurse Corps (USA); Air Raid Precaution ARP (UK);
United States Marine Corps Women’s Reserve; Army Nurse Corps (USA); Netherlandsche Arbeidsfront –
Dutch Labour Front; Nederlansche Volksdienst – Dutch Public Service; National Fire Service (UK); and the
Royal Canadian Air Force RCAF. 

These services allowed women to come together and contribute towards a greater goal. For many, it
would be the first (and for some, the only) time that they were able to live away from their families, and
experience independence for the first time. A great adventure for many, and in some cases, a means of
escaping from the confines of their regular lives. 

Civil Roles

With the mass exodus of fighting-age men leaving to fight or take up essential war work, a great void was
left in the everyday workforce. These jobs were naturally filled by women. As in the First World War,
women played a significant role in factory production, as well as farming. Several of the posters in this
exhibition depict women working on machinery, and one incredible example, Keep Buying War Bonds,
depicts a female mechanic working alongside two male co-workers on the engine of a Boeing B-17 Flying
Fortress. There are indeed several posters from different nations that show almost identical imagery, such
as posters of women working on lathes that can be seen in both British and Soviet posters. 

In the earliest years of occupation, the Soviet Union lost a significant amount of agricultural land. To
maintain self-sufficiency, a great emphasis was placed upon agricultural work. As a result, three of the
Soviet posters featured in this show incorporate farming women, ranging from working alongside soldiers
and sailors, to one very rare poster, Collective Farms Defence, which depicts Soviet women defending
their farms from Axis soldiers parachuting in. 

In addition, many women were employed as spies, often working deep behind enemy lines. A result of not
being a fighting-age man meant that they could carry out spying duties without seeming out of place. The
poster Don’t Tell Aunty and Uncle, for example, is one of a series instructing women to keep secrets that
they might have found out through their work. It was along similar lines that, in many guerrilla or resistance
movements, women also played significant roles. 

Everyday Life

It was not just in occupation that women played vital roles during the Second World War. War impacted
every part of society. One of the most wide-reaching policies was that of rationing. Rationing in the United
Kingdom, for example, began within weeks of the outbreak of war with petrol and then, in 1940, with
butter, bacon, and sugar being added to the list. Slowly most everyday products and foodstuffs were
rationed, not only for the length of the war, but until rationing was finally phased out in 1954. 

In America, similar restrictions were placed upon their citizens, but to a much lesser degree, owing to the
amount of farming that was still possible throughout the war. To supplement their meagre rations, many
people supplemented their food supply with allotments, community gardens or, in the case of the Soviet
Union, farms were set up alongside factories to cater directly to their workers. 
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In addition to managing consumables, people across the world were encouraged to save and recycle.
Campaigns in Britain such as ‘Saucepans for Spitfires’ with posters such as Don’t be Fuel-ish not only
brought people together in their efforts to recycle and conserve for the war effort, but also emphasised the
need to take care of what was available. Equipment is Precious!, for example, is an American poster from
1943 that depicts a typist conducting maintenance on a typewriter and stresses the need to take care of
items. Reducing the demand for new or replacement items such as typewriters meant more resources
were available to be dedicated to the war effort. 

Perhaps the most powerful theme throughout this exhibition is family. Ranging from the Vichy French
posters to the Russian, American, and British ones, almost every country represented in this show
emphasises the importance of family and protecting loved ones. The Dutch Zelfbescherming (‘Self-
Protection’ or ‘Self-Defence’) depicts a mother looking on in fear whilst holding a terrified child; and the
Soviet My Son features an aging mother emerging from a burning city with the caption “you see what was
done to me”. Such posters used familial bonds to inspire those working away from the home front to fight
for the greater good of their families’ ongoing survival. 

A further common theme seen across the nations is the idea of ‘giving’ a man to the war effort, be it a son,
husband, or father. Get a War Job! depicts a woman grasping a letter, with a United States Service Flag
in the background denoting a relative fighting overseas, and sending the message that “longing won’t
bring him back sooner” and that time is better spent working towards the greater war effort. Similarly, My
Daddy is a Hero! And You? shows a young Soviet girl holding a poster of her father with what appears to
be an image of the ‘Hero of the Soviet Union’ medal. This is a particularly interesting poster, as it is an
example of a Soviet design that was also used in the United Kingdom. From the very early days following
the Anglo-Soviet Agreement in July 1941, Russian designed posters were supplemented with English text
and displayed throughout the United Kingdom. This added to the overall war effort in several ways: it
worked to show that the once Axis-aligned nation was now fighting for the Allied side; but most
importantly that the war experience across the two nations was in many ways very similar. 

Legacy

As the war was reaching its end, people of all nations began rebuilding, and the position of women in
society would change forever. Young Leningraders, for example, depicts a working woman holding a
trowel and welcoming her audience to help rebuild the war-torn city that she stands before.

Unlike the end of the First World War when most women were forced to return solely to domestic duties,
following the Second World War, a greater majority remained within the workforce. This was despite pay
gaps and continued inequality along gender lines that even today remain unresolved. For many women,
their war experience provided a sense of freedom and self-sufficiency that could never be matched by
their pre-war positions. 

Following the cessation of hostilities, many of the separate service branches, such as the ATS, ceased to
exist, but their important work led to many services to begin to finally add women to their ranks, albeit
often in their own separate units. Today there are very few jobs across most world militaries that are
restricted along gender lines. 

Socially, French women finally received the right to vote in 1944 (one of the last Western nations to do so,
but something that was catalysed by the war), and the seeds were sown for the women’s liberation
movement that would span from the late 1960s to the early 1980s, which would further fundamentally
change the treatment of women in Western society. 

Hugh Cullimore
Art Historian and former poster specialist 

at the Australian War Memorial 
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GREAT BRITAIN

 



Women Of Britain Come Into The Factories, 1941, UK, Philip Zec
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ATS At The Wheel, 1940, UK, Beverley Pick
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ATS Cook For The Troops, 1940s, UK
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ATS Carry The Messages, 1939, 
UK, Beverley Pick

ATS As Signal Operators, 1940s, UK
 

ATS Wants Cooks, 1940s, UK
 

 ATS, 1940s, UK
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You Are Wanted Too! Join The ATS, 1940s, UK
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Dont Tell, 1940s, UK, G. Lacoste
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Telling A Friend May Mean Telling The Enemy, 1942, UK
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ARP It's The Women We Need, 1930s, UK, R. Fran Sutton
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Women! You Are Needed In The National Fire Service, 1940s, UK
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My Daddy Is A Hero! And You?, 1940s, UK
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Leningrad - Britain Must Help At Once, 1940s, UK, Low
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Women In War Time, 1960s, UK They Also Serve, 1942, UK
 

Lend To Defend The Right To Be Free, 
1940s, UK, John Pimlott

 

Don't Be Fuel-ish, 1940s, UK, H.M. Bateman
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We Too Are Fighting For Our Future, 1940s, UK
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Women Wanted For Evacuation Service, 1940s, UK, Jack Mathew
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Mothers Let Them Go, 1940s, UK
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USSR 

 



Fascism Is The Enemy Of Women, 1941, Russia
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Bolshevik Harvest By The Enemy, 1941, Russia
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The Stronger The Home Front - The Stronger The War Front!, 
1941, Russia, O. Eiges
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Youth Of The City Of Lenin!, 1943, Russia
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Leningrad Women Go Into Battle Together, 
1940s, Russia, V.A. Serov

 
 

Turn Kolkhoz Collective Farms Into An Impregnable Fortress 
For The Enemy, 1941, Russia, A.N. Samohvalov

 
 
 

My Son! You Can See What Was Done To Me..., 
1943, Russia, F. Antonov
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 Young Leningraders! Let's Give All Our Strength To Restore Our Hometown!, 
1944, Russia, T. Ksenofontov
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Glory To Patriotic War Heroes, 1942, Russia, O. Zhudina, L. Khizhinsky
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Celebrate Every Day With New Work Victories, 1944, Russia, A. Kokorekin
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USA

 



SPARS - Make A Date With Uncle Sam, 1944, USA, Bradshaw Crandell
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Women In The War We Can't Win Without Them, 1940s, USA
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Become A Nurse Your Country Needs You, 1942, USA, William Ritter
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Get A War Job!, 1944, USA, Lawrence Wilbur
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Women... Our Wounded Need Your Care!, 1945, USA, Lawrence Wilbur
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The Sky's The Limit! Keep Buying War Bonds, 1944, USA, Courtney Allen
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The More Women At Work The Sooner We Win, 1943, USA, Alfred T. Palmer
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Rationing Means A Fair Share For 
All Of Us, 1943, USA, Herbert Roese

 
 

Grow Your Own Can Your Own, 
1943, USA, A. Parker

 
 
 

I'm Out To Lick Runaway Prices, 
1943, USA

 
 
 

Here's How To Head Off Runaway Prices, 
1944, USA
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Help Greece Now, 1942, USA
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Be A Marine, 1940s, USA
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Seeing It Through! Are You?, 1940s, USA
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I'm Proud Of You Folks Too!, 1944, USA, Jon Whitcomb
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Find Your War Job, 1943, USA, George Rapp
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Join The Army Nurse Corps, 1943, USA, Ruzzie Green
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Speed the Day! 7th War Loan, 1945, USA
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I'm In This War Too!, 1944, USA, Stuart Graves
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This Is My Fight Too!, 1940s, USA
 

I Gave A Man!, 1942, USA, Sarra
 
 

Equipment Is Precious!, 1943, USA
 
 

We're In The Fight, Too!, 1942, USA
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Wanted! For Murder Her Careless Talk Costs Lives, 1944, USA, Victor Keppler
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CANADA

 



Me Too, I'm In The Team - RCAF, 1940s, Canada
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We're In The Army Now, 1940s, Canada
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NAZI-OCCUPIED 

COUNTRIES

 



His Last Hope The Blockade, 1940s, France, SPK
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The 2nd Front, 1940s, Netherlands
 
 
 

Self-Protection, 1944, Netherlands, 
Guust Hens

 
 
 
 

Take Care Of Them, 1941, Netherlands
 
 
 
 

Your Work In Germany Helps To Reduce 
Bolshevism, 1940s, Germany
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Healthy Youth Work For The Netherlands, 1943, Netherlands, M.A. Koekkoe
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